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In thiqpaper it is shown that if X is a connected space which is not pesuJocompact, then @X is 
not mov#ble and does not have metric shape. In particular /3X cannot hzde trivial shape. It is also 
shown tdar if X is Linda liif and K c /3X --’ X is a continuum, then K cannot be movable or have 
metric s&ape unless it is a point. 
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Shape (theory 
Stone-tech compactification movable space 
Shape thejory seems to be a natural way to study properties of the Stone-tech 
compactific+ion @X of a completely regular space X. In shape theory one studies a 
compact spdce Y by studyiilg the homotopy classes of maps [Y, P] into compact 
olyhedron, then there is a one-to-one cor- 
s maps of ,8X into P, C(@X, P), and those of 
induced by restriction. However, the correspondence between 
erally no1 one-to-one. Two maps from X to P may 
motopic. For example, 
ntable while, of course, 
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ic result of the first section of the paper is that if is connected and not 
act, then fix is not movable and does not have the shape of a metric 
uum. Ia particular /3X does not have trivial shape. It has long been known 
ese circumstances 13X cannot be metrizable (since it contains a, copy of 
. That it cannot have the sitjapf: of a metric continuum is shown tv be of further 
giving examples bbf norrcompact pseudocompact spaces X such that @X 
trivial shape, Thus, while /3X is never metrizable for X not compact, it may 
shape of *a compact metric space, in fact of 9 point. 
cond section contains the *most interesting results. In it we show that if X is 
ace and K c PX-X is a continuum, then if K is movable or has trivial 
the shape of a metric continuum, then K is a point. 
results in this paper came a?gt of interest in Problem 28 in the paper of B.J. 
[I], ‘Js Sh@#R” -R”)= Sh(S”-I)? The answer to this question is negative by the 
] and by Theorem 2.1. 
AU spaces are assrlmed to be completely regular and Tl. The reader is expected 
familiar with the elementary properties of the Stone-tech compactification 
of a completely regular space X. The book by Walker [ 11.1 is a good compre- 
ensive reference. 
e jusume knowledlge of shape theory for general topological spaces. S. 
arde% [S] is a good reference. We do not try to motiva’te tlx shape ilrxvariant 
nolion of movability which was first introduced by K. Bxsuk and has played 
a ijrominent role in shape theory. However, we do USC: the characterization 
of ;the &ch cohomology of movable and n-movable space:; developed in [6] and 
* 
id] r 
‘“(X) der;ote n-dimensional Tech cohamolog?, of X with integer 
% based on the numerable covers of X. 1: is well!-known that H’(X)= 
ae homotopy classes of maps of into S’ with the group structure 
iy the group structure on S’. This is 
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. a space is said to be of trivial shape if it is equivale 
in the shape category. This is equivalent o saying that every map of 
polyhedron is: null-homotopic. If is compact, then one only needs to show that 
every map of X into a compact p edron is null-homotopic. 
P- space X, is movable if for olyhedron P and map p :X + P, there is a 
-p P s~9-1 that ~“4 is homotopic to p and 
never R is a pol th ~X-42 and t:R + Q with q homo- 
topic to tv, then there is a map u: Q + R suck that s is homotopic to s*tou. 
This defini’tion of movability agrees with that of K. Borsuk on metric compacta. It 
is known that sll &NR’s are movable as are all plane compacta. A compact 
connected abelian topological group is movable if and only if W*(A) is an &-free 
abelian group. For any compact space X, if X is movable, then 
H”(X)/(Tor H”(X)) is an &-free abelian group [6]. In [7] the tech cohomology 
groups for movable spaces that are not necessarily compact are characterized. In 
parrticular, brn [6] and [7] it follows that if X is compact and there is a subgroup 
of H”(X) isomorphic to the rationale Q, then X cannot be movable and in fact 
cannot be rPr-movable for m 3 n. 
Note that if X is a metric compacturn, the11 H”(X) is a countable group for all tz. 
A space X is pseu ompact if every continuous map f : X + R to 
Let X be a connected space which is not pseudocompact. Then @X is 
not mova@ and dozs not have the shage of a metric continuum. 
a Iti [2] Calder and Siegel show that there is an exact sequence 
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. %f X is connected and not pseudocompatt, them fi. 
.&4’vial shape. 
s If X is connected am! not pseudocompact, then /3X is not l-movable 
. This.3ollows from Corollary 3.4 of [7] and the fact that in the proof of 
eorem 1.3 it was shown that H’(,@X) contains a copy of the group of rationals. 
e now show that for X. pseudocompact (even 
the shape of any compact Hausdorff space. 
Let L be the long line consisting of 
though not compact) /3X can 
the countable ordinals [O, or) 
with an interval joining successive ordinals. Then L is pseudocom?act and /3L = 
Lw{wl} is just t e one-point compactification of L. Now let fr” be any compact 
space. Then L x Y is pseudocompact. By Glicksberg’s theorem 111, 8.12, p. 199J 
we have 
@(LX Y)=pLxpY=(Lt&})x Y. 
Now L u {or} has trivial shape and %us by Theorem 1.1 of [8] the shape of 
#(L >I; Y) is the same as that of Y. Also p(L X Y)- L x Y = (0,1x Y is homeomor- 
phic $0 Y. Thus, given a compaetum Y we have constructed a pseudocompact 
noncompact space X such that Sh@X)= Sh( Y) and Sh(BX - X)= Sh(Y). In 
particular, /3X could have trivial shape, be movable, or have the shape of a metric 
continuum by appropriate choice of Y. 
of In this section it is shown that iif X is Lindelijf, then no 
continuum K c 6X-X can be movable or have metric shapr. unless it is a point. It 
would be interesting to know if this theorem is true under inore general circum- 
stances, for instance if X is paracompact or a metric space. We give an example to 
show that our technique of proof dtoes not seem to generalize readily. 
a Lindediif space. Let K c PX -X be a nondegenerate 
contains a subgroup iso orpkic to the real nu 
containing x. Let x E & open in 
Rqverties of the Stone - &ch Cm~pactifxatio r 5 
connected since it is the Onotone union Of connected sets. Also, IV is Linrdeliif 
since it is o-compact. 
Now let fi: : iTi+ I--i, i] a continuous map such that fif = [-i, i] and such that 
fd+l is an extension of fi:. also assume j$(x) = 0. Then 1 : M -I, R be defined by 
Then f is contim\ous since f 1 Ui n = fi 1 U, n A’ IS continuoius for ail i. Clearly 
Now X v N is Lindtl3 since the union Df two LindeliSf spaces is L 
and *K ?(XVN)+b? us IV is a clssed subset of X u IV’. Since 
and R is an absolute tensor for normal space, there is an 
extension 7: X u N + + S’ be the exponential map. Let r E R and 
defineg,:X+S’byg,== ow g, has an extension pg, : fVC --) S’ since S’ 
is compact. We make two claims: 
.Qornotopic to flgsi implies that P = s, and 
(2) the correspondence rc-, [Bg,IK) is an isomorphism of R onts a sub- 
group of [K, S’]. 
Thus H’(K) contains a subgroup isomo,phic to the reais since H’(K) = [K, S’]. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will thus be complete when we have proved the 
following two c 
. If rs is homotopic to @gJ 
of of a Suppose that pSr 1 K is homotopic figs 1 K Then &IM - Oss IK 
is null-homotopic. Thus there is a lift Of /3g# - /3gs to the covering space R of 
S’.Leth:K+R bealiftwithh(x)=Q.Now 
eohl = PtdN-PgsjN =e+f)-eo(s*f). 
Now e: + S1 is a group homomorphism. Thus 
e+f)-eo(s- f)=eo((r-s)-f). 
Since (r-s)-f(x)=0 an 
transformation 
ue up t0 a cOvering 
since f is onto, 
Is a & the reals onto a 
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Now $gr,,IK IS the restriction of the &h extension of eo ((r + s).fl. Since e is a 
homorghism we hate: 
Ry continuity of thie multiplication on S’ 
~(eo(r~~)+eo(s*~))=~(eo(r*~))-t~(eo(s~j?) 
Thus we have ,@greS = /3g, + figs. Thus 
&&%JK =BgrlK +asIK. 
Thus the m aps fig,+# IK’ and /3g# + /3g&K are not only 
identical. ‘I’his compledes the proof of Claim 2. The 
complete. 
homotopic, but are in fact 
proof of Theorem 2.1 is 
2.2 CZu4lby. If X is Lindeliif and K is a nondegenera,te contintcuwa of/9X -X, then 
# is not mr~vable, not l-movable, and cannot have the shape of a metric ctintinuum. 
Bn p&cub K cannot have trivial shape. 
In the proof of 2.1, the only place that X was needed to be Lindeliif 
was to insure that X UN was normal. One might conjecture that some weaker 
cotidition on X would guarantee this. We now show that X being normal is not 
enough. Let X = L x I where L is the long line and I is the unit interval (as in 
Example 1.6). Then X is normal. However, letting K = (WI) x I one can see that 
/SX -X contains a nondegegerate continuum of trivial shape. Thus Theorem 2.1 is 
definitely false if one only assumes X to be normal. 
2‘4 E p%. Let X be the plane continuum constructed by G.T. Whyburn in 
1121. Then every subcontinuum of X not a point separates the plane. Thus every 
sutintinuum not a point has nontrivial shape. However, every plane continuum 
is movable. Thus every subcoatinuum of X is movable. Now Theorem 2.1 implies 
that for nz2, Y=@R”- R” is a continuum such that no proper subcontinuum of 
Y is movable. But Y is not metrizable. Is there a metric continuum with this 
property? An example due to H. Cook shows that there is [13]. 
ne might be interested in what c<>n ) for K a 
@X -X for n > 1. The result of Calder, and Siegel discussed in the 
Intr&uctioa (see f2]) implies that for X normal and finite-dimensional 
W”(X) for alll IZ 9 1. Howevq there can still be strange beBRavior f
dimensional cohomofogy of subcontinua of We give alrh lexa 
and!etf,,:S+S” beam 
t AY be the countable 
qam. 
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can be embedded in 2k+3 as a close,d subset. Thus 
ed as a subcontinuum 
deleted we have 
i :Xn -,X induces an isomorphism i,: Hk 
Hk+l(X)= Hk+l(Xn)= 0 for all n and by the Universal Coefficient Theorem for 
(singular) Colomology [ 10, Theorem 3, p. 2431 we have 
Thus Ext(& (Xn), 2) = Hk+l(Xn). However, 
Ext(Q, 2)~ QHo 
by [“4, Exercise 7, p, 2211. Now by Calder and Siegel Hn+‘(flXn)=Hk”(Xnj. But 
the Universal Coefficient Theorem is functorial. Thus we have a sequence of 
isomorphisms 
witheX-X=(?z=, pXn. Thus by the continuity of Tech cohomology for compact 
spaces we can conclude Hk+‘(pX- X)= QN O. Note that Q”o is isomorphic as a 
group to the real numbers R. Actually we can determine all the cohomology groups 
of K in t!i,s example. They are: 
H’(K)= Z H’(K)=K 
, 
fornfO,l,k+l. 
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